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hbstràct
. In buillings which wer¿ built within tltp løst 15 to 20 years, or

. which hnzte been retrofined, and which do not feature a mech-

anical oentil¿tian ytstem, air clwnges bent¿een 0'01 hr ani 0.5

hr wne measured white windottss were closeil. In th¿ bedrooms

of such buildings, when doors and windows wue closed, CO2

concentrations of up to 4300 þþ¡n were measured wh.ereb! the'

1500 ppm limit wgs ul-atian calculatians

and dizterse measìtre t door positions with si-

muhaneousþ closed windottss haoe shown that with tlu door

open more than I0 cm, and a minimal air exchange in the

wltolz of an apartment of 0.1 h), a COz concentration of
1500 ppn was not or was only insignifuanþ exceeded ezten

afier l0 hours. Inztestigations in a dwelling finedwith a mech-

ani.cal ztentilation systern haoe shmtsn that air quality an'd th¿

indoo¡ climate þqrameters were in an opt,imal range.

lnlroduction
Since the middle of the seventies, energy-related

questions have taken an important place in renova-

tions and new building construction. In the initial
phase, a lot of effort was put into minimising trans-

' mission losses. By means of facade insulation, more

appropriate building materials in general and better

insulated windows in particular (double glazíng), a

significant energy-saving potential could be

achieved. From this, energy losses through eontrol-

lable and uncontrollable ventilation (convective)

have increasingly become of primary importance. In
particular the uncontrollable, and for energy-related

reasons undesirable, infiltration of cold outdoor air
through wall frame leakage and cracks is nowadays

counteracted by careful sealing of the building struc-

ture of residential dwellings. This prevents undesir-

able air exchanges, caused mainly by wind- and tem-

perature-induced pressure differences, between the

interior and exterior of buildings.
These building practices may, under certain cir-

cumstances' cause indoor climate and indoor air
quality problems. This is the case with well sealed

buildings, particularly in residential dwellings that
have not been fitted with a ventilating system'

In a first phase, towards the end of the seventies

and at the beginning of the eighties, it was disco-

vered that in dwellings with greatly reduced outdoor

air intake, problems with humidity may arise (Kors-

Baq.Td, 1983; Vegner, 1983; IEA, 199V1).

As at that time - and even in part now - the beha-

viour ofthe occupants was seen to have caused such

problems, a second phase (middle to the end of the

eighties) produced diverse studies which investiga-

ted the ventilation behaviour of the occupants of
apartments without mechanical ventilation (Brun-

dret,1977; Dale and Smith, i985; Lundquist, 1985;

Lundquist and Revsbech, 1986; Dubrul, 1988).

The results of these studies show that the ventila-

tion behaviour of the occupants is influenced to a
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large degree by spatial and climatic conditions as

well as psychological, cultural and social facrors.
The level of outdoor air infiltration, rhe tightness of
the building structure and the size of the apartment
do not seem to have an influence on the ventilation
behaviour of the occupants.

This leads ro rhe conclusion that the inhabitant
and his/her ventilarion behaviour cannor be held re-
sponsible for the existing siruarion, but that the
technical development and the environmental pol-
icy requirements have changed too rapidly. This has
created a conflict between ventilation and energy-
saving.

Van Dongen and Phaff (1989) have summarised
these problems as follows: "... that the problems ex-
perienced with indoor climate paramerers are not
predominantly caused by lack of goal-oriented beha-
viour by the occupants, but by technological and ar-
chitectural solutions which are insuffìciently adap-
ted to the behavioural patterns and wishes of rhe in-
habitants." This makes it clear that a solution to the
problem of overly well sealed building srrucnlres
will not come abour through behavioural change by
the occupants, which wouid be very hard to achieve
anyway, but that additional measures are necessary.
The humidity problem is tackled todal'by technical
solutions and simple behavioural rules which are
easy to follow. However, even today, it is often not
recognized that overly sealed building structures
lead not only to a humidity problem bur also to a
problem of indoor air quality. This sets the objec-
tives for a third phase (from the middle of the eight-
ies to the near future).

Regarding sufficient air quality and a comfortable
indoor climate, the situation in bedrooms deserves
panicular attention. In order to satisfi' the life-es-
sential need for resr, human beings spend up to a

third of their time in this environment. Diverse stu-
dies have already been direcred at the indoor climate
and air quality of bedrooms (Dale and Smith, 1985;
Lundquist, 1985; Lundquist and Revsbech, 1986;
Ruotsalainen et al., 1989; Fehlmann er aI., 1990).
The air exchange rares measured in these studies
cover a range berween 0.01and 12 h-rand the highest
CO2 concentrations in bedrooms measured or calcu-
lated respectively were over 5000 ppm. These results
clearly show that air quality problems may arise par-
ticularly in bedrooms. Vithin rhe above described
set of problems the following questions n'ere formu-
lated:

influence indoor climate and air quality in well
sealed dwellings without ventilaring systems?

o How can a sufficient air quality and comfortable
indoor climate be ensured and what are the mini-
mal requirements for air exchange?

o Are modern ventilaring sysrems suitable for resi-
dential dwellings?

Moteriol qnd Methods
The investigations took place in residential build-
ings with and without mechanical ventilation.

Group A: Residential dwellings without mechanical
ventilation
o Measurements in five apartments of two apartment

buildings with energy-saving designs. These dwell-
ings were built between 1986 and 1988. Each of the
buildings has a cenrral ventilation unit (\üØC, bath-
room and kitchen) which is, however, turned off
during the night. The measurements were taken
in October 1989 (Fehlmann er al., 1990)

o Measurements in five apartments from fìve other
apartment buildings. Ali these dwellings were
built before the energy crisis of 1973 and have
since undergone rerrofitting. Täble I provides an
overview of the measured dwellings. The meas-
urements were taken during the heating period
199019r.

Group B: Residential dwelling with mechanical
ventilation

Measurements in a seven-room single-family
house (basement: office; ground floor and first
floor: living area) built in 1988/89. The facade of this
house is highly sealed and highly insulated (HIT-
Tèchnology, Braun, 1989). To ensure sufficient air
exchange, and to save energy, a mechanical ventila-
ting system with two heat recovery units was in-

Toble I Overview of the invesiigoted dwellings of Group A
(second group)

Apartment Year of Renovation Ventilation Number of
construction unit occupants

A
B
L
D
E

t926
r926
1928
I 940
t970

l 986
1986
l 985
r978
I 988

none
none
none
none

2I or
I
2

2
2exhaust air*

o How does the ventilation behaviour of occupants *) exhaust air in lùíClshower, nor in operation at night
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stalled. The outdoor air is taken in via the drain

pipe. The whole building is heated by a wood stove

which is located in the entrance hall. The supply air

is injected on the first floor into the two childrert's

and the parents' bedroom. The air inlets are iust
over the floor. The air effluxes through slots above

the doors and is subsequently extracted from the

wo bathrooms on the first floor, the \(IClshower on

the ground floor and the free-standing kitchen on

the same level (kitchen/dining/living/wood stove)'

The ventilation flow in the bedrooms corresponds

to that of a displacement ventilation system ("Quel-

lüftung"). During operation of the wood stove, a

large ceiling fan ensures a thorough mixing of the

air in the house (disuibution of heat). The ventila-

don unit is in use only during the heating period'

The measurements were taken in February l99l'

Meosuring Melhods
Measurement of thn air exchnnge (nL,¡l In the apart-

ments of the first gtoup of Group A, the air ex-

change was continually measured with the tech-

nique of constant tracer gas concentration (NzO) for

12 hours during the night, along with parallel meas-

urement of the relative humidity (Charlesworth,

1988). The measured air exchange at issue corre-

sponded to the air exchange between the bedroom

and the outside air on the one hand and with the

rest of the apartment on the other. The CESAR

(Compact Equipment for Survey of Air Renewal)

system developed by LESO served as a fully auto-

matic measuring and data collection unit (Niclass et

al., 1990; Scartezzini et al., 1985). Every fifth minute

measurements were taken of the same room by the

electronic data collector, averaged and stored'

As a further measurement method in the dwell-

ings of the second group of Group A and Group B,

the air exchange \üas measured by the rate of decay

method with N2O as the tracer gas (Charlesworth,

1988). The measured air exchange applies for the en-

tire building or the whole apartment as appropriate'

For the determination of NzO concenúation in the

measurements, an infra-red absorption recorder

URAS-2 (Hartmann & Braun, Frankfurt) in combi-

nation with a 6-Channel Gas Switch was used'

Measurement of tIæ carbon dioxide concentration (CO)'

In all of the dwellings the CO2 concentration was

measured continually in the bedroom and also in "

part in the living rooms, and then saved as a 5-

minute average. As a measuring insuument a 2-

Channel BINOS 100 NDIR-Gas analyser (Rose-

mount Baar) was used along with the silently mea-

suring CO2 measuring unit EGQ 10 (Sauter AG
Basel) and AROX 4254 (Aritron AG, Ebmatingen)'

The COu measurements were' as far as possible,

taken in the middle of the rooms between I and 2

meters high at some distance from the head of the

bed. In one bedroom from Group B the COz con-

centration was additionally measured at heights of
0.5 m znd 2 m. The measurements in the living
rooms were similarly, as far as possible, taken in the

middle of the room at a height between t and 1'5 m'

Calculations were made solely on that time during

which the bedroom was occupied (occupation dme)'

Measurement of the air temþerature (T)' The air tem-

peratures were similarly measured continually and

saved as five minute averages. The measurements

were obtained using Pt-I00 resistance measuring ele-

ments protected against heat radiation. In the meas-

urements in the dwellings of the first group of
Group A the air temperature was measured in a cor-

ner of the room under the ceiling. In all of the other

dwellings the temperature was measured as far as

possible in the middle of the room at elevations of

0.1 m, 1.1 m and 2.0 m. The exterior temperature was

either measured or obtained from the nearest meas-

urement station of the Swiss Meteorological Insti-

tute.

Measurement of thn relatiae humidity (U). For the

measurements in the dwellings of the first group of

Group A the absolute humidity was measured with
a BINOS I00 NDIR unit and converted mathemat-

ically into the relative humidity. For the measure-

ments in the second group of Group A and Group B

the relative humidity was established by the capaci-

tance principle.

Recordùtg of utindow and door positions during meas-

urements. The door and window positions were re-

corded by means of a questionnaire.

Duration and muttber of measurements. In each of the

five apartments of the first group of Group A the

measurements were taken during two to three

nights and days, in two rooms (parents' and child-

ren's bedrooms). In total 17 measurements were

Éken. The measurements in the second group of

Group A were mken in each instance over four to

five nights. For the evaluation 2I measurements

were available. The measurements in Group B were

taken over four consecutive nights'
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Toble 2 Meosured oir exchonge roies ond oir supplies in the bedrooms of lhe oporiments of lhe firsl group of Group A (ouidoor oir

plus oir from lhe oportment iis'elf) by diffe¡enl usei behqviour over lwelve night hours. Dopen( meons thoi the window or door wos

open by more lhon l0 cm.

Window Door Number of Air exchange
measures rate

h

Mean *
Std.-dev.

h-r

Air supply

m3h-rPers-l

Mean*
Std.-dev.

m3h-rPers-r

closed
closed
open

closed
open
closed

9
I
4

0.0r -0.31
0.5

3.2-12.3

0.12 + 0.1

9.4 t 3.6

0.16-9.3
10.5

t 00-320

3,1 + 2.6

193 + 79

Additional inaestigations. By means of the dilution
equation of Mclntyre (1980) divene simulation calcula-

tions relating to user behaviour were undertâken.

Results qnd Discuss¡on
Group A (oportments w¡thout mechqnicol
ventilotion)
Air Exchnnge

Täble 2 shows a compilation of the measured air ex-

change and air intake during the night in the bed-

rooms of the first group of Group A with difflerent

door and window posidons.

\üith closed bedroom doors and windows the

ventilation rates were, as expected, the lowest, and

in six cases ventilation rates of below 0.1 hj were

measured. From an hygienic point of view these

rates are clearly too low.
\Øith open bedroom doors and closed windows a

sufticient ventilation rate of 0.5 h-r, corresponding to
10.5 m3h-tPers-l, was measured.

\7ith closed bedroom doors and open windows
the measured ventilation rates were by far the high-
est. From an energy-preserving point of view, how-
ever, the air exchange rates must be considered to be

excessive.

The resulting air exchange measurements corre-

spond very well with the rates measured over a long-

er period in the same apartments during the heating
period of 1988/89'(Gay et al., 1989; Niclass et al.,

1990). However, those air exchange rates measure

slightly higher due to the generally lower outside

temperatures.
Täble 3 lists the air exchange rates measured in

the dwellings of the second group of Group A'
Apart from dwelling E, where the air extraction

unit was in operation and the windows had not been

replaced during retrofitting, fhe measured intake of
outdoor air was generally too low, particularly in the

case of dwellings A and B. In order to ensure sufft-
cient air quality, an outdoor air intake of 12 to 15

m3hrPersa would be necessary.

Tht measured air intaþ,e znas generalþ too low in neu

or residpntial dwellings which Ind undergone retrofitting.

Carbon Dioxide Concentrations in Bedrooms

Täble 4 shows the measured CO2 concentrations of
occupied bedrooms at night.

The highest CO2 concentrations at night were

measured when windows were closed and doors

closed or only marginally open. If the bedroom door
was opened by 10 cm or more while the windows
were closed, the increase in CO: concentration was

considerably lower than with closed or only margin-
ally open doors. The lowest CO2 concentrations

were measured when the windows were completely
opened.

A good overview of the effects which different
ventilation behaviour has on air qualit¡' in bed-

rooms can be achieved by dividing the increase in
CO2 concentration during occupancy time (in min-
útes) by the number of people sleeping in the room'
The result corresponds to an increase of CO2 con-

centration per unit of time (here ppm per minute
and person per hour).

Figure I shows a compilation of the measured av-

erage increase of CO: concentration in ppm per

Toble 3 Toble 3: Air exchonge rote ond outdoor oir supply in the

individuol dwellings of the second group of Group A ln dwelling
E the venlilotion un¡t of the WC/shower wos in operolion during
lhe meosuremenls. Al night ihe unit wos swilched off oulomolic-
olly.

Apartment Volume Air exchange Outdoor
rate air suPPl¡'

mr h.l msh.lPers'r

Outdoor climate
Tèmp. Vind vel.

"C ms-l

38A
B
C
D
E

32.0

27.0

t 54.ó

186.6

239.r

0.2f6
0.r05
0.t26
0.094
o.t77

2.8

9.8

8.8

2r.2

0.6

7.2
6.8

3.1

5.7

4.6

0.2

il¡i

*) exhaust air in \ùüC/shower, not in operation at night

1.9
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during occuponcy
bedrooms of Grou

ond increose per unit of time) oi differ-
p

l0 cm : door l0 cm open; holf : door holf open; open
A. closed : door closed; splil =

: door fully open.
door morginolly oPen (resting on door iomb);

Number of Number of COt
occupants Median Maximum Increase

ppm ppm ppm

9gg-2973 1182-4286 789-3)64

740-1889 828-2453 196-2152

Coz CO, CO,
\Vindow

z4

Doo¡

closed
closed
closed

measures
lncrease

(unit of time)
ppm min-rPers-r

closed
closed

closed
closed
closed
closed
closed
closed
split

split
open
open

closed
closed

split
l0 cm
I0 cm
half
open
open
closed

2216
I 382-l 703

942
1469

986-1731
720
760

820
519

4r9-542

2739
r 578-l 886

1087
I 701

l 3l 8-l 807
881

1210

909
61 5-71 8

5r5-644

)17)
68r-1413

546
1l I8

4r3-987
573
835

0.74-3.92
0.25-3.90

2.08
0.63-l.63

1.09
1.01

0.37-1.08
t.t7
0.73

0.8
0.23-0.35
0.24-0.41

l0
l0

2

I

2

2

I
2

2

I
2

I
2

I

I
4
I
I
3
I
I

I
2
3

543
2t9-331
t28-272

Fio. I Averoqe increose of CO2 concenirolion in ppm per minuie

;r ;t;;"1å; J¡ffer"nt bedroom door ond window positions in

ìhe dwellings of GrouP A

in the bedroom and living room was measured over

several nights. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the

progression of CO2 concentration in the bedroom

ãrra liuittg room over wo different nights in this

dwelling *ittt . completely open and a completely

closed bedroom door. The curves in Figure 2 show

the ¡wo extreme cases. \fith closed doors the COz

content in the bedroom rose to 2760 ppm during

the course of the night, whereas the COz concen-

ftation in the living room remained unchanged at

600 ppm until the occupants arose in the morning'

Ho*euer, if the bedroom door was completely open

during the night the progression in time of the COz

conc;üadon was almost identical in the bedroom

and the living room. In the morning' before the

windows were opened, the COz level in both rooms

was about 1800 ppm. In three other conditions'

which were also measured (marginally open, open

by 10 cm, half open), the increase of CO2 concentra-

ti,on in the living room corresponded ever increas-

ingly to the progression in the bed¡oom, whereby

th; 
"CO, 

concìntiation in the bedroom rose in each

instance by a smaller margin'

The results of the CO2 measurements in the bed-

rooms of the dwellings of Group A lead to the fol-

lowing conclusions:

o The increase of CO2 concentration is highest

when the bedroom.doors and windows are closed

during the night;
o Ifthe bedroom door is opened b¡'at least l0 cm

the increase per unit of time is onl¡' half as large;

o The smallest increase is achieved by opening the

window.
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Figure 3 shows the results of the simulation cal-
culations. The simulation calculations lead ro the
following conclusions :

1. Bedroom door closed (V = 33.7 m3)
(a) Initial level of 350 ppm: At a ventilarion rare

of less than 0.5 hr the CO2 concentrations
quickly rises ro more rhan 1500 ppm. Ar a ven-
tilation rare of around 0.5 h¡ the CO2 level will
setde after an occupancy of l0 hours at 1700
ppm. Ar a ventilation rate of more than 0.5 h-t
the level remains below 1500 ppm.

(b) Initial level of 1000 ppm: If the air exchange is
less than 0.5 h¡, CO2 concentrations of 1500
ppm are also quickly exceeded. The CO2 con_
centrarion remains about 600 ppm higher if
the initial concenrrarion is merely 350 ppm. At
an air exchange of 0.5 h-r or more the two
curves) which srart ar 350 ppm and 1000 ppm
respectively, approach each other relatively
quickly. Therefore, the higher the air ex-
change, the less the influence of the initial
concentration on the present concentration.

2. Bedroom door open (V : 100 m3)
(a) Initial level at 350 ppm: At a ventilarion rare of

about 0.1 hr the CO2 concentration reaches a
level of around 1500 ppm after l0 hours. This
is due to the effect of the larger available air
volume for the dilution of the exhaled COz. At
an air exchange rate of around 0.5 h-r the CO2
concenEation remains below 1000 ppm.

(b) Initial level at 1000 ppm: At an air change rate
of 0.1 h-t a CO2 level between 1500 and 2000
ppm is ¡eached after l0 hours. At ventilation
rates of 0.5 hr or more a dilution of the CO2
takes place over the duration of the observa-
tion time. This is due ro the fact that with a
larger room volume and constant ventilation
rate the ourdoor air intake (in m3h-t) is corre_
spondingly greater.

Air Tèmperature and Relatioe Air Humid,ity
The median measured room air temperature during
the observation time was between I7.5 "C and
22.3 "C when the windows were closed and between
20.1 'C and20.7 "C with open windows. The median
.outdoor air remperatures were between 1.0 and
g.g "c.

The mean values of the relative humidity were
between 40.0o/o and 64.7%. On average, the relative
humidity with closed rvindows was around l0%

Wi^dor cro!6c, door tu|y open

2J:oO æ:0O 01:00 O2:OO oJ|OO O4:0C O5rOo 06:00 07:OO oA:OO

O Bcdrcoh
lima

+ Liv¡ng ræm

Fig. 2 Progression of the CO2 concenlrotion in the bedroom ond
lhe- living room with open ond completely closed doors over two
different nights in the some dwelling

Simuløtion C alculations
To put the above findings onto a wider basis to
make recommendations for optimal ventilation be-
haviou¡ in bedrooms, dilution equations of Mclntyre
(1980) were used ro make simulation calculations.

The following input dara were used for the calcu-
lations. Occupancy of a room by wo adults who
produce rogerher 24 litres of CO2 per hour. The
room volume of 33.7 m3 was based on the average
volume of the bedrooms of Group A. In order to si_
mulate an open door, it tvas assumed that the addi_
tional volumes of the living room and corridor were
available. This overall volume was fixed ar 100 m3.
To simulate whether the apartment had been well
ventilated or nor prior to going to bed, CO2 concen-
trations of 350 ppm or 1000 ppm were used ar rhe
beginning of the simulation. Ir was additionally as-
sumed that the indoor air was homogeneously
mixed. An observation time of l0 hours was chosen
at different venrilarion rates of 0.01h-', 0.1 h-r, 0.5 hr
and I h-r.
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Toble 5 Toble 5: CO2 concenlrofion in the living room ond in the children's ond porents' bedrooms during occuponcy of the dwelling in
Group B

CO2 concentration (ppm)

Living Parents'bedroom
room I person 2 persons

2m 0.5 m 2m 0.5 m

Children's
bedroom

Median
Minimum
Maximum

626
492

l 035

949
446

t347

820
309

r 163

610
405
924

1324
836

r 378

I 131

663
t172

higher than with open windows. In both cases the
relative humidity was over 60% with closed win-
dows.

Group B (single-fomily house
with mechon¡col ventilotion)
Air Exclunge
The air exchange (nl.rÐ in the single-family house
measured 0.3 h-t while the venrilation unit was in
operation. It was observed that for each room rhe
quantity of 20 to 25 m3h{Per-r outdoor air was sup-
piied corresponding to the rooms'purpose and nor-
mal occupancy.

C arb o n D io xide C o nc entr atio n
Täble 5 shows a compilation of rhe resulrs of CO2
measurements in the different rooms during the oc-
cupied time.

All measured CO2 concentrations were generally
fairly low and rose in the occupied zone only margin-
ally above 1000 ppm. In the children's room the CO2
level never exceeded 1000 ppm. Figure 4 shows the

progression of the CO2 concentration over one night
with variable occupancy of the parents' bedroom.

On the basis of similar progressions of CO2 con-
centrations in the air inlet and air outlet pipe it was
observed that part of the exhaust air obviously got
into the supply air. Figure 5 shows the progression
in the supply and in the exhaust air. It can be seen
that variations in the CO2 concentrarion in the ex-
haust air resulted to a small degree in corresponding
variations in the supply air. From the CO2 concen-
tration changes per recording inrerval (five min-
utes), which took place in the supply and exhaust
air, it could be calculated that about 17% of the ex-
haust air in the heat exchanger gor into the supply
air. This should be avoided if possible in residential
buildings such as this as it may lead to odour ir¡ita-
tion from toilets, baths and kirchens. Heat exchan-
gers for residential dwellings should be as "tighr" as

possible.

Room Air Tìzmþerøture and Relatiae Air Humidity
Although the building was heated very economical-

CO2 conc.ntrotion ìñ pø6nts bôüooñ CO2 conc. in lupply ød 6xhou6t o¡r
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Fig. 4 Progression of CO2 concentrotion ot heights o{ 0.5 m ond
2 m in the porent's bedroom of the dwelling wilh vorioble occu-
poncy in Group B.
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Fig. 5 Progression of CO2 concenlrotion in the supply ond ex-
houst oir over one doy in the dwelling of group B.
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ly by a wood stove, the minimum temperature never

ånt t"io* 18'C with windows closed' This can be

âir..tty attributed to the high thermal insulation of

the building structure and the double heat recovery

from the exhaust. In the parents' bedroom the aver-

age aft temperatures were around 18'6 "C (at a height

oi O.OS m) to 19.7 'C (at a height of 2 m)' In the liv-

ing room the average temperarure was 20'0'C'

The measurements of the relative air humidity

yielded very constant values between 45% and 53%

iiù 
"tt 

uué.rg. value of 50%. Although the outside

temperatures ieached 0 "C during the measuring

period, the relative air humidity never dropped be-

io* +i"¡. As already mentioned, the humidifying of

the outdoor air is achieved by pumping air in
through the drain PiPe.

hand, in airtight buildings, the air exchange rate

is too low Additionally, the occupanm may be

forced for other reasons (pollen allergies, exter-

nal noise sources) to keep the windows shut dur-

ing the night also outside of the heating period'

In these cases) particularly in airtight buildings'

it is recommended to keep the bedroom door

hours sleep' This is subiect to the condition that

the apartment has a minimal outdoor air infilua-

tion rate of 0.I hr.

The measurements performed in a single-family

house fined with a mechanical ventilation system

have shorvn that the indoor climate and the air qual-

ity were in an optimal range and that mechanical

våntilation is suitable for such applications' Several

authors (van Dongen and van der \Øal, 1990; Säteri

et al., 1990; Ungerland, l99l) point out, however'

that rnechanical vendlation in dwellings may lead to

climate and sufficient air quality'

Further efforts should be undertaken over the

coming years in the are

as to satisfactorilY solve

sen due to the sealing of
ally, the necessary input of outdoor air in relation to

o.ãtp*.y and use of rooms should be established'

Conclusions qnd Recommendqlions

the night (for whatever reasons)'

On the basis of the knowledge gained through the

gard to the ventilation of bedrooms in apartments

*ithont mechanical ventilation the following con-

clusions can be reached and the following simple-

to-follow behavioural recommendations made'

These will ensure the best possible air quality in the

bedrooms of such dwellings and at the same time

satisry today's requirements for energy preservation'

o To ensure sufficient air quality in bedrooms an

adequate supply of outdoor air is necessary'

o Outiide the heating period this may be achieved

by opening the bedroom windows during the

night.
o \With an air exchange of more than 0'5 h-r, an oc-

cupancy of two persons, a bedroom volume of at

leaìt 3ó m3 and closed bedroom windows and

doors, the COz concentration will not exceed the
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